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INTRODUCTION
Almost all sectors have been challenged by the emergence of blockchain technology,
without any exemption for the purpose of trade and investment.
While there are many powerful regimes that prevail in the
Cryptocurrency trading on the industry has been the biggest subject right now. It
appears that margin trading is so far an efficient and easier way of earning good
returns. Margin trading enables you through the provision of leverage when you lack
the funds to trade. The margin trading is more successful when it's about huge money.
In the last few years, margin trading has seen incredible rise. And by providing the
depth of cash flow, it seems to hit the market in days to come.

A cryptocurrency is a virtual or digital currency that is
intended to act as an exchange medium. To maintain and
validate transactions, it encrypts data as well as to manage
the development of new units of a specific cryptocurrency.
Cryptocurrencies are basically restricted entries in a ledger
that nobody can alter unless certain criteria are met.
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Everything can be achieved in this digital age, only if you have a phone and an efficient
Internet connection. Life one coin coins provide you with the key products that are very
important to make a comfortable life. These products are listed below:
(a) Life one coinmargin trading
B) Purchase of hash power
C) P2Ps exchange

What is Margin Trading?
Margin trading is an asset trading strategy that uses assets supplied by a 3rd party.
Margin accounts help investors to access higher amounts of capital as compared to
conventional trading accounts, enabling them to exploit their roles. Margin investing
effectively magnifies trading outcomes such that traders are able to understand greater
gains on profitable transactions. In low-volatility markets especially the international
Forex market, this opportunity to extend trading outcomes allows margin trading quite
common.
The trader would be expected to contribute a percentage of the overall order value
when a margin trade is introduced. This initial cost is known as the margin, and the
leverage term is generally related to it. In other terms, to establish leveraged trading,
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margin trading accounts should be used and the leverage represents the ratio of the
funds borrowed to the margin.
For opening both long or short position, margin trading could be used. A long position
represents an expectation that the asset value will go up, while the reverse is expressed
in a short position. Whilst the margin position is available, the properties of the
investor serve as leverage for the money borrowed. As most brokerages claim the right
to compel the selling of these assets in case the market falls against their position
(above or below a certain threshold), this is important for traders to know.

In the near future, the scale of the market for margin trading will undergo exponential
growth. The market is estimated to grow at a rate of 30 percent. Because of its
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potential to give greater return, which is unlikely with conventional trading, small or
large investors give priority to margin trading instead of just traditional trading.

Basic Feature of Life One Coin
You'll have to contribute a percentage of the overall order value when you start a trade
with Life one coin. This cost you made at this early phase is referred to as the margin
and is linked with the leveraging concept. In other words, you can do margin trading
with your Life one coin margin trading accounts. The leverage is nothing more than the
proportion to the margin of the borrowed funds. If you really have to sell at 10:1
leverage. For a trade cost of $1000, you will need to invest $100. Life trading with one
coin margin helps you to enable both short or long positions.
A long position represents an expectation that the asset's price will rise, while a short
position is just the other way around.
Life coin margin trading by bidirectional trading enables the reduction of losses. There
have always been two cryptocurrencies being traded in every trade. One is purchased
while the others are sold. This is how each trade actually works. The other would
experience a decrease in its value if one currency experiences an increase in value. In
Life, therefore one coin, either the quote coin or the base coin, will always increase in
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value and the traders always seem to have a good chance of gaining. Thus,
bidirectional trading on the Life one coin trading platform helps you to position trades
that are unaware of the market direction.

Life one coin economy
Its uncertain nature is the key barrier that hinders the widespread adoption of the
cryptocurrencies. According to marketing trends, the value of a specific coin can differ.
To put an end to this the value of the coin that is offered by Life one coin is still
increasing without any decrease in it. Therefore, for those who are searching for an
investment that they don't want to lose, Life one coin has become a trusted
investment.
Life one coin margin trading expands its 24x7 service, which will result in a rise in life
coin usage. Therefore, it generates the demand for life coins within the market.
Initially, the overall supply of life one coin is reduced. This raises the demand for life
coins and their transaction value in the growth of the market. This will lead to an
increase in life coins' worth. You will thus, gain greater profits.
Through the production of games, Life one coin supported simple ways of margin
trading. It's the games
 Minibit Game
 Perbit Game
You can also earn from those games, in addition to margin trading. Thus life one
coin means that you can both pursue entertainment and profit at the same time.
Margin trading games Perbit and Minibit allow you to reinforce your return on
investment. The Life one coin serves as a utility token for the games to play. You can
play the games using Life One coins and earn nice returns on your investments.
Life one coin introduces new business plan by increasing its value through the
establishment of various ecosystems and also the its member enjoys full benefits. To
provide better future is the core principle of life one coin.
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Few perks are discussed below:
1. A certain amount of bitcoin compensation is paid through hash power purchase
contract
A certain amount is paid daily according to the hash power purchase contracted by the
investor for bitcoin on the basis of the virtual currency. Investment return is high due
to rising bitcoin market price
2. Realize profits through margin trading
▲ A breakthrough system that improves investor's return on investment and
minimizes losses
-Investment without loss is possible when trading in both trading conditions.

How can you do hash power purchase?
With life one coin, when you purchase Hash Power, Bitcoin is deposited into your
Bitcoin wallet every day, and you sell it to domestic exchanges to realize profits.
Deduction of administrative expenses
*Electricity and management costs are paid after deducting from the daily bitcoin, so
there is no hassle to pay it separately.

Advantages of purchasing hash power
When the bitcoin market is down, you can collect bitcoins paid. In the case of a bull
market, you realize profits by selling at the point you want.

What is life one coin margin trade?
-Minimization of losses for investors through bidirectional trading
(With insurance function)
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-Unlike other indices, realizing profits by predicting the market price of bitcoin, which
trades frequently for 24 hours
-Bitcoin's fluctuations and fluctuations make the profit realization period shorter.

3. Other income
-Guaranteed transaction fee profit for each transaction
4. Simultaneous pursuit of profitability and entertainment
-Because you can invest 24 hours, you can participate anytime and
The interest of Life Coin increases through activation, and based on this, the
transaction volume of Life Coin increases, which naturally drives the value of the coin.

Life coin token economy
coin name : life one coin
symbol : LOC
supply : 100,000,000 LOC
token type : ERC20
company : 30%
exchange list:40%
marketing : 15%
affiliate partner : 10%
advisor : 5%
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Life one coin roadmap
The life one coin has achieved many milestones over the years. Starting with the
Development of token economy structure in July 2019. Additionally, it has started
block chain development in October 2019. Life one coin has introduced number of
draft white papers in December 2019. It has initiated Issuance of Life One Coin in
February 2020. In March 2020, Perbit game was introduced along with minibit game
development. In July 2020, Life Coin Business Platform Development was introduced.
In October 2020, life one coin introduces List for overseas exchanges.

Introduction of Hash Rate
Hashrate is the method we calculate how much computing power everybody in the
world contributes to the mining of Bitcoin, at a primitive form. To protect the network,
record all of the Bitcoin transactions and get paid in bitcoin for their work, miners
utilize their computer processing power.
The more bitcoin the computer can mine, the greater the hashrate of one particular
Bitcoin mining machine. The higher the hashrate of the whole Bitcoin network, the
more computers in total there are and the harder it is to mine Bitcoin.
Mining is at the end of the day a large competitive market.
Hashrate is yet another way to look at this an indicator of how good the Bitcoin
system is.
If the total hashrate is high, it's great for Bitcoin, since it keeps the network more
stable. Someone who wanted to target Bitcoin need to have at least 51% of all the
hashrate in the world, and when billions of mining equipment are operating, that gets
pretty costly.
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Miners obtain an incentive of cryptocurrency mining by newly generated
cryptocurrency coins that they mine. Cryptocurrencies are built such that a clearly
specified time should be taken to build a new block regardless of the entire capacity of
the network. The development of one Bitcoin block, for instance, takes 10 minutes.
The mining of several cryptocurrencies is becoming very costly these days, since the
hash difficulty has risen since the release of cryptocurrencies. New miners have
emerged and have managed to win the market using the most innovative and costly
equipment. Also with home computers, the mining of many of these cryptocurrencies
is not feasible and is performed with specialized devices called ASICs, which are
generated for hash calculation. Thus The 'hash rate refers to the speed at which a
computation in the Bitcoin code completes an operation. The greater the rate of hash,
the better it would be for mining, as it improves the chance to discover the next block
and collect the reward.
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Life One Coin P2P Exchange
P2P exchanges enable market players to actually trade directly with each other without
the processing of all transactions by any trusted third party.
Regular cryptocurrency exchanges are businesses that acts as an intermediary between
their clients and earn a living through fee collection. Alternatively, peer-to-peer
exchange interactions between financial institutions are regulated primarily by preprogrammed software, with no prerequisite for human intermediaries.
There are a variety of significantly enhanced, as well as drawbacks, to this alternative
strategy. The peer-to-peer cryptocurrency exchanges are, overall, vibrant
manifestations of the philosophy of decentralization.
Depending on the value they choose the exchange programme is often used to
seamlessly associate buyers and sellers with one another.
They either search for a reasonable deal in the order book whenever another person
wishes to purchase Bitcoins or if none of it can be found, build their own 'buy order,'
defining the conditions of the offer as they want. The exchange compares purchase
and selling orders by price wherever necessary and manages the trades.
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Characteristics of Life One Coin
Assurance
Although you go online in pursuit of several cryptocurrency exchanges, a reliable
exchange is necessary to manage with. Life one coin exchange is a reliable exchange in
which you can conduct trades and conversions securely without inadvertently reducing
your trade value. The exchange of life-one coins will guarantee that you will benefit
from your trade well.

Protection
The coin exchange of Life One helps you to safe trade. This ensures that you cannot
compromise or expose your digital currency to intermediaries or third parties. Since
Life One coin exchange is a decentralized system for exchange, there is no chance to
leak your details or identification. There is no central management and your
information is safe.
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Global strategy for marketing
It is always about the business strategy that defines the scope of the brand of a good
product. The better the marketing campaign, the greater the market's product depth
would be. The key purpose of the marketing campaign of Life one coin is to let people
know the benefits of goods from Life one coin.

YouTube Programs
Youtube is the world's largest forum for the marketing of reliable goods. Youtube ads
have proven to be successful and less expensive than TV ads. A great benefit of
YouTube advertising is the possibility of selecting individual device users. Around 60
million individuals a day and 1.8 billion individuals per month are exposed to it. It will
be used as the marketing tool of greatest significance.

Cross Media
It is a marketing tool that is being used around the globe through conventional media
news agencies that can gain public trust.

Instagram
Instagram plays a huge role in Toady's social media world as every day it has more than
500 million active users. Life one coin was designed to tell the story of the brand to
make a great digital presence in a visually appealing way.
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Strategy of channel operation
Life one coin, through a marketing firm with secured revenues, intended to market the
Life one coin platform. In each region, the ads will be targeted by their own community
sites through representative agencies. Life one coin is now planning to implement the
agency revenue reward scheme. This will boost people to expand the reach of the
network for Life one coin.

Conclusion
A distributed ledger, Life One Coin, is an initialized or developed on the blockchain.
This will allow the power of an unauthorized individuals to be excluded. Any node on
the blockchain that is available in the nooks and corners of the world is accessible to
save transaction information and portfolio data. This will remove the Life one coin
scheme's forced shutdown or censorship. And a key point to remember is that there is
no plausible way to dispense the data since transaction information are spread across
thousands of users(nodes). If someone wants to adjust, it is nearly impossible to
overwrite the data in each single node. This is why the conventional investment
systems are guaranteed with Life one coin.
In the Life One coin open investment eco - system, there is yet another benefit. This
provides convenient access to financial facility to individuals who for whatever reason,
do not have those advantages.
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